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ABSTRACT: Density functional theory (DFT), combined with the artificial force-induced reaction (AFIR) method, is used to establish the mechanism of the aqueous Mukaiyama aldol reactions catalyzed by a chiral Fe(II) complex. On the bases of the calculations, we identified several thermodynamically stable six- or seven-coordinate complexes in the solution, where the high-spin quintet state is the ground state. Among them, the active intermediates for the selectivity-determining outer-sphere carbon−carbon bond formation are proposed. The multicomponent artificial force-induced reaction (MC-AFIR) method found key transition states for the carbon−carbon bond formation, and explained the enantioselectivity and diastereoselectivity. The overall mechanism consists of the coordination of the aldehyde, carbon−carbon bond formation, the rate-determining proton transfer from water to aldehyde, and dissociation of trimethylsilyl group. The calculated full catalytic cycle is consistent with the experiments. This study provides important mechanistic insights for the transition metal catalyzed Mukaiyama aldol reaction in aqueous media.

INTRODUCTION

Transition metal homogeneous catalysis is one of the most efficient ways to perform carbon−carbon bond formation reactions in a controlled and a selective fashion. The Suzuki−Miyaura reaction,1−2 Heck-type reactions,3−6 Wittig reaction and its many variants,7−8 olefin metathesis,9−13 cross-coupling of diazo compounds14−18 are popular carbon−carbon bond formation reactions. These synthetic reactions have become indispensable for extensive applications in both industry and academia. Development of versatile synthetic procedures that lead to efficient and highly selective carbon−carbon bond formation under mild conditions is still an active area of research.

The aldol reaction is a fundamental and reliable method for carbon−carbon bond formation.19−22 The classical aldol reactions work under heating Brønsted acidic or basic conditions. The yields depend on the substrates because of the reversibility of the reaction. Many competitive reactions, such as self-condensation, dehydration, and polymerization, are also major challenges in this area. Most of these side reactions can be avoided by using the Lewis acid catalyzed cross-aldol reactions of silicon enol ethers or ketene silyl acetal as nucleophiles, the so-called Mukaiyama aldol reaction.23−25 Lewis acids, such as TiCl₄, can be used as the catalysts in this reaction, and highly enantioselective transformations can be achieved by using the chiral Lewis acid catalysts.20,26−28

Typically, Lewis acids are inactive under the hydrous condition. The Kobayashi modification to the Mukaiyama aldol reaction, however, utilizes Lewis acids under hydrous condition.29−32 For instance, rare earth trications and several dicaticionic transition metals, such as Fe, Cu, Zn, Cd, and Pd, are active catalysts in aqueous media.29−32 Asymmetric versions of the Mukaiyama aldol reactions have also been achieved in aqueous media using chiral catalysts.34−43 One of the successful catalytic systems is Fe(II) with the Bolm’s ligand44 (L1) as shown in Scheme 1.45,46 Relatively high enantioselectivity is achieved for a number of aromatic and nonaromatic aldehydes by using the

Scheme 1. Aqueous Mukaiyama Aldol Reaction of Silyl Enol Ethers with Aldehydes Catalyzed by Fe(II) with Bolm’s Ligand (L1)
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The reaction also occurs through a concerted carbon determining step. The same group studied a similar reaction (69). By analyzing the conformations of the transition structures, while the pro-syn pathways favor "synclinal" transition structures.

Systematic sampling of transition states that lead to carbon−carbon bond formation is challenging, and is critical in terms of calculating the diastereomeric ratio or enantiomeric excess of the reaction. Toward the conformation sampling, the artificial force-induced reaction (AFIR) method (70) in the Global Reaction Route Mapping (GRRM) strategy (72) is very useful. This is an effective way to search many important reaction pathways, namely local minima (LMs) and transition states (TSs). This method was used for the study of the Eu catalyzed Mukaiyama aldol reaction in water. (73,74) Further, more than 160 TS structures were found for the selectivity determining carbon−carbon bond formation step, and about 10 of them contributed to the diastereoselectivity of the reaction.

In this study, we performed DFT calculations combined with the AFIR search method to establish the mechanism of the full catalytic cycle, and the diastereoselectivity, and enantioselectivity of Fe(II)-catalyzed aqueous asymmetric Mukaiyama aldol reaction (Scheme 1). A particular emphasis is the diastereoselectivity determining carbon−carbon bond formation step, in which a large number of transition state conformations need to be sampled to clarify the origin of the selectivity. This was realized by the use of the automatic search AFIR method. (70–72) A full mechanism of the catalytic cycle is established.

### COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Unless otherwise stated, all structure optimizations were carried out using B3LYP-D3 (75–78) functional as implemented in the Gaussian09 program. The SMD model was used as the implicit solvent model with the direct constant of ε = 78.3553 (water). (79) The SDD basis set and associated effective core potential was applied for iron, (80-82) 6-31+G(d) basis set for oxygen and nitrogen, and 6-31G(d) basis set for the other atoms (BS1). All structures were fully optimized without restrictions. Vibrational frequency calculations were performed to establish the nature of the stationary points (LMs or TSs). Pseudo-IRC calculations (a few steps of IRC followed by optimization) confirmed the connectivity between TSs and LMs. Single-point energies of the optimized structures were recalculated with the SDD basis set for iron and cc-pVTZ basis set for other atoms (BS2).

In the Results and Discussion section, we report ΔG (the Gibbs free energy) at 273.15 K and 1 atm, and ΔE (the electronic energy) with the zero point energy correction. There are different arguments concerning the quenching of entropy contributions in solution. Some authors suggested scaling, while others suggested truncation. The reality seems to lie between the two extremes. When the number of molecules changes during the reaction, it is important pay attention to the difference between the Gibbs free energy and the electronic energy with ZPE. For diastereoselectivity or enantioselectivity, we compare TS conformations with the same number of molecules, and the entropy difference comes essentially from the tightness of the TSs.

Many conformations with nearly same energy may exist for the TSs of the carbon−carbon bond formation step, and need to be properly sampled. This was achieved by the AFIR search, (70–72) as implemented in the GRRM program. Since the system is very large, we have used ONIOM(B3LYP-D3:PM6-D3) method to obtain the energy and derivatives. The partitioning of the molecular system is shown in Scheme 2a. The LanL2DZ basis sets and associated effective core potentials were applied for all the atoms (BS3) in the high-level region. The SMD model was used as the implicit solvent.

### Scheme 2. (a) Partitioning the Molecular System into ONIOM High- and Low-Levels; (b) AFIR Artificial Force Was Applied Only between Fragment 1 (C Atom of the Aldehyde) and Fragment 2 (β-Carbon of Sily Enol Ether)
model with water as the solvent. In the multicomponent AFIR (MC-AFIR), 50 randomly oriented structures were prepared and an AFIR path was determined from each random structure with addition of artificial force between reactive two carbon atoms as shown in Scheme 2b. The artificial force parameter ($\gamma$) of 200 kJ mol$^{-1}$ was used, and this was appropriate for finding TSs roughly within this energy. The AFIR search was terminated when no new AFIR LM was found for $N_{\text{max}}$ consecutive AFIR paths. Here different conformations of LMs are of course considered to be new and different. In this study, $N_{\text{max}} = 10$ was used. Although not exhaustive nor guaranteed because of the nature of the method. Past experiences suggest that essential pathways are not likely to be missed using this value of $N_{\text{max}}$. The obtained pathways are always inspected manually for obvious omission. At the highest energy points on the AFIR paths (approximate transition states), single-point energies were calculated with B3LYP-D3/BS1. Then, all structures within 20 kcal mol$^{-1}$ from the lowest were fully optimized at the same level without the artificial force. All the fully optimized transition states were used to calculate the ratios of different reaction paths and enantiomeric excess based on the Boltzmann distribution of transition state at 273.15 K and 1 atm.

Energy decomposition analysis (EDA)$^{107,108}$ was performed for the lowest energy transition states leading to the (2S,3S) and (2R,3R) forms of the product formation step. B3LYP-D3/BS2 level, including SMD solvation effects, was used in this analysis. The B3LYP-D3/BS1 optimized transition states were divided into the catalyst (A), aldehyde (B), and silyl enol ether (C) as shown in Scheme 3. The deformation energy (DEF) is the sum of the deformation energy of A, DEF$_A$ (defined as the energy of A at the optimized TS structure relative to that of the optimized isolated structure A$_0$) and those of B (DEF$_B$) and C (DEF$_C$). The first interaction energy term, INT$_{AB}$, is the interaction energy between (AB) and C. Using INT$_{AB}$, INT$_{(AB)C}$ and DEF, energy difference ($\Delta E$) between the two optimized transition states, (AB)$_C$ and (AB)$_{C_0}$, can be written as a sum of the deformation energy difference ($\Delta$DEF) and interaction energy difference ($\Delta$INT$_{AB}$ + $\Delta$INT$_{(AB)C}$).

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 1. Electronic Structure of Seven-Coordinate [(L1)Fe(II) (DME)(H$_2$O)]$^{2+}$ Complex (1)

Our starting point is a discussion on the electronic structure of seven-coordinate [(L1)Fe(II) (DME)(H$_2$O)]$^{2+}$ (L1 = Bolm’s ligand) complex (1). X-ray structure of 1 was reported by Olleveier et al.$^{45}$ For a formally d$^6$ Fe(II) complex in an approximately pentagonal bipyramidal environment, three spin states, a singlet, a triplet, and a quintet, are possible. Figure 1 (top) shows the general electronic structure pattern, based on the scheme of Hoffmann and co-workers.$^{109}$ In the singlet state, the low-lying $d_{xy}$ and $d_{yz}$ orbitals and one of two metal–ligand $\sigma$-antibonding combinations, i.e., $d_{xy}$ or $d_{xy}-d_{yz}$, are fully occupied. In the triplet state, the metal–ligand $\sigma$-antibonding orbitals are singly occupied. Starting from the triplet state, the high-spin quintet state can be formed by transferring a spin-$\beta$ electron from one of the two low-lying $d_{xy}$ and $d_{yz}$ orbitals to the $d_{x^2-y^2}$ orbital.

Optimized structures of various spin states of [(L1)Fe(II) (DME)(H$_2$O)]$^{2+}$ complex (1) and relative energies ($\Delta G$ and $\Delta E$) are shown in Figure 1 (bottom), and their net spin densities and $\langle S^2 \rangle$ values are summarized in Table S1 (Supporting Information). The quintet state is thermodynamically most stable, where two structural forms of nearly equal energy are found. One is a seven-coordinate structure ($^5$1a), where the calculated $\langle S^2 \rangle$ value of 6.01 and the net spin density on the metal of 3.86 are typical for high-spin Fe(II). The corresponding six-coordinate structure, $^5$1b, is only 0.1/0.7 kcal mol$^{-1}$ higher in free energy $G$ and potential energy (with ZPC) $E$. Qualitatively similar picture can be observed with the M06L functional, where the energy difference between $^5$1a and $^5$1b becomes 1.2 and 1.4 kcal mol$^{-1}$ in free energy and potential energy (with ZPC), respectively. The key structural parameters of $^5$1a are in agreement with the X-ray structure. One might speculate that in the crystal, the more compact $^5$1a is more favorable than $^5$1b because of better packing. In solution, both $^5$1a and $^5$1b may be in equilibrium. In the six-coordinate $^5$1b,
some ligands may coordinate at the vacant site. The triplet state of seven-coordinate ($^{1}1a$) and six-coordinate ($^{1}1b$) complexes are 35.5 and 35.1 kcal mol$^{-1}$ above the ground state ($^{1}1a$), respectively. In both triplet states, calculated ($S^2$) values, 1.96 of $^{1}1a$ and 1.94 of $^{1}1b$, are typical for the triplet state. The singlet state, $^{1}1b$, a six-coordinate structure, lies 37.3 kcal mol$^{-1}$ above the ground state. All attempts for seven-coordinate structure converged to the six-coordinate form; the seven-coordinate singlet structure does not exist. In the presence of fully occupied $d_{xy}$ or $d_{x^2}$ orbitals with strong metal–ligand $\sigma$-antibonding characters, the singlet state leads dissociation of one of the two DME oxygen ligands.

In order to check whether the Hartree–Fock (HF) exchange in the hybrid B3LYP-D3 (20% HF exchange) play a role on the electronic structure, we have repeated our electronic structure analysis with the meta-GGA M06L (0% HF exchange) functional. According to M06L optimized results, the seven-coordinate complex, $^{8}1a$, is the ground state. Most subtly, in the absence of HF exchanges, energy separations between the three states, total spin density ($\rho$) of Fe, and ($S^2$) values are qualitatively similar (Table S1, Supporting Information). Therefore, the HF exchange of the density functional does not play a major role on the electronic structure and relative energy of the possible spin states of 1.

On the basis of our analysis with the B3LYP-D3 and M06L functionals, we conclude that the thermodynamically stable electronic state of [(L1)Fe(II) (DME)(H$_2$O)(OTf)]$^+$ complex (1) is the quintet state, while the triplet or singlet states are significantly higher in energy, suggesting the single-state reactivity (SSR) of this family of complexes. Similar conclusions can be made (Table S2) for three complexes that are relevant to the full catalytic cycle, [(L1)Fe(II) (DME)(H$_2$O)(OTf)]$^+$ (2), [(L1)Fe(II) (DME)(OTf)]$^+$ (4) and [(L1)Fe(II) (DME) (PhC(O)(OH) (OTf))]$^+$ (5). Therefore, we continue our discussion with the quintet state.

2. Stable and Reactive Prereaction Complexes in Solution. Next we discuss the ligand exchange equilibrium at the Fe(II) center (prior to the carbon–carbon bond formation), and identify thermodynamically stable complexes and reactive complexes for the carbon–carbon bond formation in prereaction solution. In the presence of five potential ligands in the solution, specifically DME, H$_2$O, OTf$^-$, benzaldehyde, and silyl enol ether (denoted as Subs), we would expect an equilibrium among several Fe(II) complexes. It is important to note that concentration of the tetradeutate Bolm’s ligand (L1) is significantly higher than other ligands in solution. Therefore, in all the complexes we have included this ligand that fills four coordination sites of Fe(II) ion. The remaining three coordination sites (two axial and one equatorial) can be filled by the other ligands in the solution.

Figure 2 summarizes the calculated low-energy structures below 9.5 kcal mol$^{-1}$ in G. All calculated structures are shown in Figure S1. On the basis of the total energy (G) of the complexes, we can find the thermodynamically most stable complexes in solution. Some general rules were found that govern the order of stability. (i) Most of stable complexes (except 4 and 8) are seven-coordinate systems, suggesting formation of seven-coordinate complexes is favorable. (ii) One DME and one OTf$^-$ ligand are found in the most stable complexes (2–6), and these two ligands fill two vacant coordination sites at the metal coordination sphere. In these complexes, hydrogen bonding between oxygen atom of OTf$^-$ and –OH unit of L1 is observed, which is important for their stability. (iii) Binding of silyl enol ether (Subs) on Fe(II) is not favorable. (iv) Total charge of the most stable complexes (2–6) is +1, implying that coordination of two (or more) OTf$^-$ ligands or two (or more) H$_2$O ligands is not favorable.

In order to get a better understanding of the factors that govern the stability of the possible complexes, we have performed a regression analysis. Here, we used relative energy ($\Delta E$ or $\Delta G$) of the complexes as the dependent variable, while the number of ligands (n) in the metal coordination sphere was the independent variables (see Supporting Information for more details, page S4–S7). On the basis of our analysis, approximate $\Delta E$ and $\Delta G$ of the complexes can be written as...
The coefficients of the eq 1 provide the approximate potential energy contributions for the total energy of the individual ligand upon coordination to Fe(II). The energetic preference would follow the order of DME > Subs > OTf > PhCOH > H₂O. In eq 2, both entropic and potential contributions are taken into account, and therefore coordination preference of the ligands can be determined from the coefficients in this equation. The coordination preference follows the order of DME > OTf > H₂O > PhCOH > Subs. The ΔG results suggested that the most favorable ligands are one DME and one OTf. Therefore, these two ligands can be found in the most stable complexes (2–9), and filled two vacant coordination sites. Even though bulky silyl enol ether substrate is at the inner sphere fashion. However, silyl enol ether binds weakly, and the resulting complex, 11, is 2.5 kcal mol⁻¹ higher than 5.

On the basis of the above analysis, we conclude that the thermodynamically most stable complex in solution is 2. Complexes 5, 8, 10, and 11, all having the reacting benzaldehyde at an axial position, can be the active intermediates for the carbon–carbon formation. Starting from the most stable complex 2, the active intermediates can be formed through ligand exchange process. Search for TSs for the conversion of 2 to 5, 5 to 8, 5 to 10, and 8 to 11 via an associated mechanism did not provide any TS. The energy required for this ligand exchange process will be at most several kcal mol⁻¹, and should take place easily under the experimental conditions. When we have used the M06L functional, some minor changes were observed for the thermodynamic stability of the possible complexes. For instance, M06L suggested that the most stable complex is 4. However, 2 is only 2.3 kcal mol⁻¹ higher in energy. According to M06L ΔG values, most stable active intermediate is 8, while 5 is only 1.5 kcal mol⁻¹ higher in energy. These minor changes do not play a major role on the overall mechanism (vide infra).

Starting from the lowest energy active intermediates 5, silyl enol can attack from either of the two directions, leading to the carbon–carbon bond formation. Structural difference between 5 and 8 is that the latter species has no OTf⁻ ligand at the equatorial position, and the energy difference of 5 and 8 is only 0.4 kcal mol⁻¹. Therefore, at first we have performed a systematic search to identify the low energy transition states for carbon–carbon bond formation starting from 5. Then, the lowest energy transition states leading to (2S,3S), (2R,3R), (2S,3R), and (2R,3S) forms of the products were identified, and the analogs transition states that originate from 8 were searched. Transition states come from 10 and 11 were not taken into account in the discussion due to the following reasons; (a) In 8, equatorial position is vacant (i.e., silyl enol ether substrate is at the infinity), while 11 has a silyl enol ether

$$\Delta E = -12.44n(\text{OTf}^-) - 6.68n(\text{H}_2\text{O}) - 10.37n(\text{PhCOH})$$

$$- 18.58n(\text{DME}) - 14.27n(\text{Subs}) + 39.69$$

$$\Delta G = -3.15n(\text{OTf}^-) - 0.28n(\text{H}_2\text{O}) - 1.41n(\text{PhCOH})$$

$$- 10.99n(\text{DME}) - 0.07n(\text{Subs}) + 20.57$$

The most stable complex is 5, isomeric form, is the thermodynamically most stable species. We use 5 as the origin for reporting relative energies. Its isomeric form, 8, is only 5.0 kcal mol⁻¹ higher, and therefore both complexes may contribute to the carbon–carbon bond formation. Among the other low-energy complexes in solution, 10 and 11 structures also have a benzaldehyde ligand at the axial position. These complexes are however relatively higher in energy, and therefore their contribution to the overall rate of the carbon–carbon bond formation would be small, if other lower energy species are reactive. It is important to note that the silyl enol ether binding on the metal center via its unsaturated C=C bond is not favored due to steric repulsions. As a result, carbon–carbon bond formation would not occur as an inner-sphere fashion. However, silyl enol ether binds weakly, and the resulting complex, 11, is 2.5 kcal mol⁻¹ higher than 5.
substrate weakly coordinated at this position. As a result, the transition states that originate from 11 are equivalent to those from 8. (b) Both 5 and 10 complexes differ only from the axial ligand of the upper part, where the former system has a DME ligand, while latter system hold an OTf ligand. As the carbon–carbon bond formation occurs at the bottom part of the complexes, both 5 and 10 would give similar steric repulsions for the carbon–carbon bond formation. At the same time, it is important to note that 10 is 2.4 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) higher than 5. As a result, transition states that originate from 10 would be higher than that from 5.

As discussed in the preceding paragraph, the bulky silyl enol ether cannot coordinate to the metal center through its \(\text{C} = \text{C}\) bond. Therefore, the reaction between silyl enol ether and the active species \(\text{A}\) and \(\text{S}\) can give similar steric repulsions for the carbon–carbon bond formation. Therefore, the reaction between silyl enol ether and the active species \(\text{A}\) and \(\text{S}\) was calculated starting from the slightly high-energy active intermediate, 8. Most striking difference in 8 is the absence of the dangling OTf. For this purpose, only the key transition states leading to (2S,3S), (2R,3R), (2R,3S), and (2S,3R) products were taken into account, and the calculated barriers were 25.1 (TS1, Group F), 28.5 (TS2, Group J), 31.1 (TS3, Group B), and 28.8 (TS4, Group H) kcal mol\(^{-1}\), respectively. Among these transition states, only TS1 is a minor contributor to the overall rate of the (2S,3S) product formation, whereas the remaining three transition states too high in energy to contribute to the reaction. Then, we have used the M06L functional to calculate the key transition states leading to (2S,3S) and (2R,3R) products. The major product, (2S,3S), comes from TS1 (21.4 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) and TS1′ (21.8 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)), while TS4 (23.2 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) leads to the minor (2R,3R) product. Relative energies between TS1 and TS1′ (0.4 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) and TS1 and TS4 (1.8 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) are in agreement with the B3LYP-D3 results. Also, B3LYP-D3 results reproduced the experimental enantiomeric excess and \(\text{syn}:\text{anti}\) ratio (vide infra). Therefore, we did not calculate all possible transition states with the M06 functional.

On the basis of the computed transition states (B3LYP-D3), calculated enantiomeric excess of 95% (\(\text{syn}\)) with \(\Delta \Delta G\) and 86% with \(\Delta \Delta E\) is in agreement with the experimental results (75%). It is important to note that we have calculated Gibbs free by considering translational, rotational, and vibrational contributions.\(^{110-112}\) On the basis of the transition states leading to \(\text{syn}\) and \(\text{anti}\) products, calculated syn:anti ratio of 98:2 with \(\Delta \Delta G\) and 99:1 with \(\Delta \Delta E\) is also in agreement with the experimental ratio of 97:3. The energetically lowest optimized structures, TS1 giving 25,3S (\(\text{syn}\)) product and TS4 giving 2R,3R (\(\text{syn}\)), are the major contributors for the enantiomeric excess (Figure 5). Gibbs free energy of TS4 relative to TS1 is +1.7 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), and this can be decomposed into electronic energy contribution of +1.2 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) and entropic effect of +0.5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\). It is important to note that the carbon–carbon bond distance in TS4 is 1.86 Å, which is 0.02 Å shorter than in TS1 (Figure 5). With a tighter TS structure, less favorable entropic contribution can be expected for TS4.

We have performed an EDA for \(\Delta \Delta E = +1.2\) kcal mol\(^{-1}\) between TS4 and TS1 (Table 2). According to the EDA, this energy difference is controlled by \(\Delta \Delta \text{DEF} (+2.2\) kcal mol\(^{-1}\)), where contributions from the catalyst (A), benzaldehyde (B), and silyl enol ether (C) are \(-0.3\), +1.2, and +1.3 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), respectively. One can say that the aldehyde and silyl enol ether have to be distorted more to reach TS4 than to TS1 during carbon–carbon bond formation. At the same time, EDA shows negative contributions for \(\Delta \text{INT}\), \(\Delta \text{INT}_{\text{AB}}\) (−0.5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) and \(\Delta \text{INT}_{\text{ABC}}\) (−0.5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)), implying better interactions at TS4. During the carbon–carbon bond formation,
benzaldehyde unit undergoes clock-wise (TS4) or anticlockwise (TS1) rotations. In the resulting TSs, hydrogen bonding occurs between the hydrogen atom of the aldehyde and nitrogen atom of L1 in TS4, and between the hydrogen atom of the aldehyde and oxygen atom of L1 in TS1. According to ∆INT_{AB} = −0.5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), the former scenario is more favorable. In TS4, silyl enol ether is closer to the catalyst than in TS1, resulting in the stronger interaction between catalyst/benzaldehyde (A+B) and silyl enol ether (C) with ∆INT_{(AB)C} = −0.5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\).

In terms of improving the catalytic system to obtain better enantiomeric excess (more positive ∆ΔE), two factors can be considered. (1) More positive ∆DEF; this may be done by using bulky substituents in the silyl enol ether. (2) Less negative or more positive ∆INT; this may be achieved by modifying the tetra dentate ligand, L1. For instance, ∆INT_{AB} can be vanished if all donor atoms of L1 are oxygen (or all are nitrogen).

**Full Catalytic Cycle.** Now we are in the position to discuss the full catalytic cycle for the reaction. Calculated free energy profile for the overall reaction is shown in Figure 6. The reaction starts from the thermodynamically most stable complex 2. Then, weakly bound H\(_2\)O ligand in the equatorial position dissociates, giving rise to 4 (+5.0 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)). After that, benzaldehyde coordination on 4 leads to the active intermediate 5, which is 6.0 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) higher than 2. As the next step, the selectivity determining carbon–carbon bond formation occurs with the overall barrier of 24.6 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), leading to the desired 2S,3S (syn) form of the product. The resulting species, 11, is 21.6 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) above the entry point of the free energy profile. Starting from 11, binding a water molecule on the oxygen atom of benzaldehyde is possible, and the resulting species, 12, is only 2.5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) higher than 11. Then, a proton transfer takes place through TSH\(_{4H}\) (28.0 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) facilitating the desired 2.

---

**Table 1. Transition States for the Carbon–Carbon Bond Formation Starting from Two Active Species 5 and 8, Their Key Structural Parameters, Relative Energies and Existence Probability**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TSs (active species S)</th>
<th>group</th>
<th>Φ (deg)</th>
<th>r(C–C) (Å)</th>
<th>product</th>
<th>∆G (kcal mol(^{-1}))</th>
<th>∆ΔG (ΔΔE) (kcal mol(^{-1}))</th>
<th>existence probability (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TS1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>283.0</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>2S,3S</td>
<td>syn</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>55.7 (67.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS2</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>164.1</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2S,3S</td>
<td>syn</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>22.2 (17.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>283.3</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>2S,3S</td>
<td>syn</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>5.1 (4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS4</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>2R,3R</td>
<td>syn</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>2.4 (7.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS5</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>194.4</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>2R,3R</td>
<td>anti</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>2.0 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS6</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>168.5</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2S,3S</td>
<td>anti</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>0.8 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS7</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>175.7</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>2S,3S</td>
<td>syn</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>0.6 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS8</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>194.0</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>2R,3R</td>
<td>anti</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>0.3 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS9</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>2S,3S</td>
<td>anti</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>0.2 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS10</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>165.5</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>2R,3R</td>
<td>syn</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS11</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>2R,3R</td>
<td>anti</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>0.0 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS12</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>175.9</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>2S,3S</td>
<td>syn</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS13</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>177.6</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2S,3S</td>
<td>syn</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS14</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>167.7</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2R,3R</td>
<td>syn</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS15</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>184.0</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2R,3R</td>
<td>anti</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TS1′, the former scenario is more favorable. In TS4, silyl enol ether is closer to the catalyst than in TS1, resulting in the stronger interaction between catalyst/benzaldehyde (A+B) and silyl enol ether (C) with ∆INT_{(AB)C} = −0.5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\). The values in parentheses derive from ∆E.

---

**Table 2. EDA for the Potential Energy Difference (ΔΔE) between the Key Transition States, TS1 and TS4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TS1</th>
<th>TS4</th>
<th>∆DEF (DEF_{AB}, DEF_{C}, DEF_{AB+C})</th>
<th>INT_{AB}</th>
<th>INT_{(AB)C}</th>
<th>ΔΔE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47.8 (10.3, 23.1, 14.4)</td>
<td>−14.5</td>
<td>−42.4</td>
<td>−9.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.0 (10.0, 24.3, 15.7)</td>
<td>−15.0</td>
<td>−42.8</td>
<td>−7.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+2.2 (−0.3, +1.2, +1.3) | −0.5 | −0.5 | +1.2 |

*Energies are in kcal mol\(^{-1}\).*
mol$^{-1}$), resulting an intermediate $I_4$ ($-11.6$ kcal mol$^{-1}$). $T_{SH}$ is the highest point of the free energy profile, and therefore the rate-limiting step. Starting from $I_1$, dissociation of the −SiMe$_3$ group is rather unlikely, as this process is endothermic by 6.6 kcal mol$^{-1}$, and the subsequent transition state for the proton transfer process ($T_{SH}$) is further 11.0 kcal mol$^{-1}$ higher in energy. Starting from $I_4$, the next step of the mechanism is the dissociation of $-\text{SiMe}_3$ group that leads to $I_5$, and this species is 4.2 kcal mol$^{-1}$ higher than $I_4$. After that, product ($P_1$) is removed from the metal coordination sphere, and a benzaldehyde ligand is coordinated to yield the active species $S$, which is ready for the next catalytic cycle. More stable isomer of the product, $P$, can be formed through rotation of the carbon–carbon bond ($T_{SR}$), and this step requires only 3.2 kcal mol$^{-1}$.

When we used the M06L functional, overall mechanism remains unchanged. Both B3LYP-D3 and M06L functionals suggested that the rate-determining step is the proton transfer between H$_2$O and the carbonyl group of aldehyde ($T_{SH}$), while the carbon–carbon bond formation ($TS_1$) is the selectivity-determining step. Energy separation between $T_{SH}$ and $TS_1$ is +3.4 kcal mol$^{-1}$ for B3LYP-D3 and +11.3 kcal mol$^{-1}$ for M06L.

Similar picture can be observed with the BP86-D3 (+3.7 kcal mol$^{-1}$) and B97D3 (+10.7 kcal mol$^{-1}$) functionals. According to these results, proton transfer between H$_2$O ($T_{SH}$) and the carbonyl group is the rate-determining step in all cases.

■ CONCLUSIONS

We have rationalized the mechanism of Mukaiyama aldol reactions of silyl enol ethers with aldehydes catalyzed by chiral Fe(II) complexes in aqueous media. Our survey on the electronic structure of the seven- or six-coordinate Fe(II) complexes suggested that the high-spin quintet state is thermodynamically stable, while the triplet or the singlet states are significantly higher in energy. Therefore, the overall mechanism operates on the quintet state. Several complexes are possible in the solution. Of these, seven-coordinate $[(\text{L1})\text{Fe}^{\text{II}}(\text{OTf})(\text{DME})(\text{H}_2\text{O})]^+$ complex (2) is the thermodynamically most stable complex, and $[(\text{L1})\text{Fe}^{\text{II}}(\text{OTf})(\text{DME})(\text{PhC(O)H})]^+$ (5) is the most stable active species for the carbon–carbon bond formation. In 5, a dangling OTf$^-$ ligand is found, which is attached to the $-\text{OH}$ group of L1 via hydrogen binding. This feature helps to stabilize 5 in solution and lower the barrier for the carbon–carbon bond
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formation. The carbon–carbon bond formation is the selectivity-determining step of the reaction, while the proton transfer between solvent (H₂O) and of the carbonyl group of aldehyde is the rate-determining step. The remaining steps of the mechanism are relatively straightforward. These MC-AFIR results identified important competing reaction pathways for the selectivity-determining carbon–carbon bond formation. Calculated enantioselectivity and diastereoselectivity are in good agreement with the experimental results. Overall, the proposed mechanism is consistent with the experiments. This study will guide the design of transition metal catalysts for Mukaiyama aldol reactions in aqueous media.
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